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through stood by me, and has treated my work as her own, for
which I am grateful. She has assisted me in reading the proofs and
has given me valuable help in avoiding typographical errors. Her able
assistance has saved me from extra strain in preparing the glossary
and the index.
Foremost among those who rendered spontaneous help from the
very beginning to Vithalbhai and myself is Sumati Morarjee. She
secured material for the book, and has helped us in several ways
as few could have. She completely identified herself with the work
and has made valuable contribution to it.
My old colleague and friend, Mridula Sarabhai, gave me assistance
in contacting people and visiting places in connection with my work.
My two friends, Dr. N. B. Parulekar and Baburao Patel, freed
me from economic worry to enable me to concentrate upon my
labour of love.
Jivanjibhai D. Desai, on behalf of the Navajivan Trust, has
rendered help by furnishing some material and by permitting the
reproduction of Gandhiji's writings, the copyright material of the
trust. For this I am thankful to the Navajivan Trust.
Acknowledgement is due to Visva-Bharati for permitting the use of
the Gandhi-Tagore correspondence and some illustrations.
Nirmal K.umar Bose, Gandhiji's secretary at Noakhali, furnished
for the book some material. He also kindly went through the chapter
on Noakhali. Manu Gandhi, U. M. D. Thakersey, Girdhari Kripalani
and Samaldas Gandhi lent us some material. Dr. Manibhai Trivedi,
G. M. Trivedi, D. R. D. Wadia, Kusumbehn Desai, Shivlal, and
Kanu Gandhi have lent us photographs.
Among those who actively helped in securing material are R. G.
Soman, Narendra Deva, D. S. Bakhle, Soli Batliwala, Khimjibhai
Patel, Balkoba Bhave, Radial Sheth, V. C. Mashruwala and N. R.
Phatak. R. K. Prabhu and G. N. Dhawan lent me their files of
Young India and Harijan and put at my disposal other Gandhian
literature. Usha Mehta translated a couple of articles by Gandhiji
from Gujarati into English.
My thanks are due to the custodians of the Servants of India
Society's Library in Poona, Sabarmati Ashram, Kashi Vidyapith,
the Government Record Library and the Royal Asiatic Society's
Library in Bombay, the All-India Congress Committee's Library
in Allahabad, the Tolstoy Museum at Yasnaya Polyana.

